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Abstract: The aim is to bring to light the role of artificial intelligence-allied areas; and  programming languages in mechanical 

engineering. Core of mechanical engineering is mechanical designs, to develop mean machines for optimized manufacturing of 

products and services. Impact of mechanical engineering ranges from traditional to high-tech companies. As the world is moving 

towards automation and modernization; mechanical engineering adopted artificial intelligence (AI). Important programming languages 

help mechanical engineering use AI to find creative solutions for helping machines for self-learning. To improve learning curve of 

machines, higher data generation higher is necessary. As the learning curve of machine grows it will take decisions on its own resulting 

in decreased human involvement, error control, cost reduction and achieving optimization. From long, computer aided designing and 

computer aided manufacturing are offering automation solutions, artificial intelligence is helping them further enhance their 

efficiencies involving robotics. Future of mechanical engineering is to move on with artificial intelligence using machine learning and 

further adopt deep learning and neural networks based on returns on investment. 
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1. Introduction  
 

Hegemony of human intelligence and involvement in 

mechanical engineering (ME) field particularly is challenged 

by artificial intelligence (AI). The process of 

conceptualization-to-prototype and till manufacturing were 

the output of human knowledge and creativity in ME 

specialized area. [6] says AI will replace humans in 

mechanical engineering field. [3] discussed the importance 

of AI being used in ME. [9] talks about IT competencies 

necessary for empowering mechanical engineers to 

understand and develop automation solutions across ME 

field. [4] thrown light on how computer technologies 

including AI are playing role in ‘peoples production and 

life’. [6] views AI has touched many sectors and mechanical 

engineering too.  Today knowledge and creativity, combined 

with optimization tools are empowering AI to enhance and 

reduce human involvement. [1] discusses the definition given 

by Marvin Minsky from 1968 that machines will think and 

do jobs done by humans, indicating machines will use 

intelligence from within to do specific task. AI in machine 

design can save cost with mean designs, and perform in less 

time leading to better returns on resources. AI is combination 

of algorithms helping run the cycle of ME for each 

individual component or machine as a whole with prototypes 

of virtual nature. Cutting-edge AI tools allow the mechanical 

engineers to maneuver the process seamlessly and smoothly. 

This study aim’s is to mine literature to support the view that 

AI will play an important role in upbringing machines on 

self-learning for delivering optimization. See Figure 1.  

 

 
 

2. Literature Review and Discussion    
 

AI will allow mechanical engineers to generate low-cost 

designs with higher efficiencies. It will also help in 

controlling the errors at each stage. [2] [13] discussed AI 

supported real-time applications of ME from shopfloor. [4] 

says AI gives many solutions to the field of ME. [6] states 

the revolution of AI has taken over ME from end-to-end 

process. AI involves in machine learning (ML) and deep 

learning (DL).  ML and DL are data driven [12] [13], hence 

mechanical engineers have to feed heaps of data for the 

machines to learn the expectations of mechanical designs. 

The degree of learning by AI systems directly influences the 

permutation and combination of solutions for ME. Higher 

the amount of data feeding to AI, lower are the error rates in 

designing. AI is driven by complex data processing [14], it 

takes ME field to higher level of automation [4]. [6] opines 

AI in ME will improve its performance with infuse of data.   

 

2.1  Artificial Intelligence Categories 

 

Fully administered learning (FAL), partial administered 

learning(PAL), self-learning(SL) and reinforced (RF) are 

four categories of AI learning environment [2]. FAL is same 

as human learning, the learning is done using set pattern of 

instructions which are known as algorithms inserted into 

computers. These algorithms when fed with a pattern of 

design data, they process the data and give back expected 
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results. In ME area; designs, materials, components, 

assembly lines, quality checks, proofing errors, trouble 

shooting and others areas can be algorithmized. [5] in their 

secondary research discussed more than 30 algorithms useful 

for optimizing mechanical engineering designs. Patterned 

data related to design specifications, material details or 

quality standards in terms of sigma levels if fed into 

computers, algorithms process data and give the optimized 

mechanical solutions and further will help in manufacturing 

the machines in physical form. PAL is where large libraries 

of mechanical designs data is available for algorithms to 

involve in self-learning by search, on being fed with limited 

data, algorithms progress with analytical process to deliver 

the expected output. SL is superimposition of ocean of 

algorithms which involves in self-learning to respond with 

required output for a minimum data input. RF involves in 

learning maximum permutations and combinations of 

experiences of mechanical engineers to further be used for 

generating the required output.  

 

2.2 Machine learning, Deep learning and Mechanical 

engineering   

 

ML, DL and neural networks are present day goldmines of 

AI to be explored for gaining optimization, new idea 

generation and innovations in ME. ML and DL are being 

used in ME in a range of industrial areas. DL is a sub-

division of ML, though DL is comparatively a very high 

investment tech to that of ML. Algorithms of ML are 

achievable through a large set of data libraries which can be 

created within a time and investment limits paving way to be 

a bankable tech, whereas DL requires a huge investment in 

terms of time, data, hardware and specific pattern of 

algorithms, which may make it less feasible from the point of 

return on investment. Example of DL being a high resource 

sum can be explained by neural networks which is part of it. 

Neural networks are creating a virtual human brain, 

constructing neurons with dendrites, axon, soma, axon 

terminals for processing information just like human brain 

functions. As human brain can store data patterns of past 

with numerous dimensions like shapes, designs, colors, 

languages, signs, body reflections, reactions of other 

human/objects, observe natural elements such as patterns of 

wind, rain, temperature, this list goes endless. Creating 

neural networks are very complex technologies whose 

investment recovery in ME will be questioned in corporate 

boards. [3] in their work discussed similar thoughts on neural 

networks with details on its architecture, layers, and learning 

process. 

 
2.3 Programming Languages, Artificial Intelligence and 

Mechanical Engineering 

 

ML which is more feasible option for ME. ML is well 

supported by a large array of existing written codes know 

popularly as libraries. These libraries can be explored in 

machine designing using a large number of languages as 

application programming interface (API), means these API 

can be used as interfacing to utilize the codes for optimizing 

the resources for machine designing and other areas of ME 

[8]. There are countless number of libraries available. 

Libraries come in different categories such as API’s provided 

by operating system, specialized libraries which are area 

specific like mathematics, video games and so on, 

programming languages come attached with specific 

libraries, and other libraries created for proprietary use by 

firms and individuals.  

 

Python libraries such as Ikpy, Cad in python, Sci-kit, Sympy, 

Matplotlib, Numpy and numerous many more from different 

programing languages are very useful for ME. Among the 

700 odd programing languages available, there are four 

important languages useful for ML in ME via., “C”, 

developed in 1970’s by Bell labs is a language useful in 

terms of writing codes for interfacing between machines; 

also useful in total management of robotics. “C++” is an 

extension of C, successor is an object-oriented programming 

with class of objects where each object is a group of related 

code. It also has large number of libraries for user support. 

[8] discussed the use of C++ in developing the next gen 

libraries whose objective is to put elements and its values 

give possibly large matrices for data processing to be done 

parallelly.  

 

“Java”, developed in mid-1990’s by Sun Microsystems is 

useful in machines especially in robotics. This language with 

diverse frameworks and libraries is useful in developing 

applications which enable in monitoring the performance of 

robotics-oriented machines and control them without direct 

human intervention. It also helps in scaling up huge data or 

big data and optimizes cost maneuvering between 

applications improving the project scalability. There are 

more advances like “mixed language programming”, where 

interpreter ‘Ch’ from portable C/C++ integrates with virtual 

machine of Java leading to “ChJava” with combined 

features. This gives a better application horizon for ME [11]. 

 

“Python”, developed in early 1990’s by Python Software 

foundation. It is compatible with easy-to-use user language. 

Python can be molded for all types of applications; from ME 

point of view, it is useful in creating real time industrial 

applications for machines. “MATLAB”, developed in mid of 

1980’s by MathWorks is useful for complex mathematical 

calculations. It helps in high end computations in vectors and 

matrices. The later versions added problem solving ability in 

linear algebra as an add on library. It also has a simulation 

tool for observing the optimality of any model. It is very 

popular among large number of global universities across 

globe to be used by faculty members and students. 

 

2.4 Computer Aided Designing, Computer Aided 

Manufacturing and Mechanical Engineering  

 

Other than programming languages specialty software’s 

useful for ME such as CAD/CAM, which facilitate virtual 

designing and manufacturing process. They help in 

optimizing the entire chain from designing through 

manufacturing. During 1960’s at Renault both CAD/CAM 

were brought to light.  CAD was developed for automating 

the engineering design process. Further 2D CAD and 3D 

CAD were released giving opportunity to innovate designs 

look real-time. CAM enables machine controlling during 

manufacturing process. Machines are made-up of numerous 

components and tools; CAM allows to monitor and manage 

components and tools at individual and integrated levels. Off 

late AI is deployed in CAD/CAM, if AI is allowed to learn 
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more at client level, it will help higher self-driving of CAD 

and CAM systems with him. Several of the libraries 

available in CAD and CAM can be further used to support 

new models in ME [8]. 

 

2.5 Robotics and Mechanical Engineering  

 

Another important area is Robotics, a multidisciplinary area 

in which mechanical engineering is the dawn. Starting from 

design to navigation of the machine and to its performance 

ME is involved. The first know industrial robot was 

developed known as “Unimation” in 1950’s. Integration of 

robotics and AI will create synergy for optimization. [3] 

brings to light the role of ant colony path algorithm useful in 

developing AI solutions for robots. AI will help robots to 

perform with very low-level human involvement paving 

way, to be used in various industries like medical, aerospace, 

agriculture, manufacturing, nuclear, military and many other 

related areas. [9] stresses the need for mechanical engineers 

to involve in learning the intricacies of algorithms, 

programming languages/API’s, CAD/CAM, math models 

and simulation techniques. 

 

2.6 Industrial applications of Artificial Intelligence in 

Mechanical Engineering   

 

[7] discussed a real time ME scenario and application of AI 

into the process of coffee roaster. They identified 

‘consistency and accuracy’ as two important parameters of 

coffee roaster which can be automated using AI to help 

employees work with ease and help the coffee roasting 

process transfer between stages smoothly.  

 

[10] had derived a “Mechanical equilibrium model” to 

develop artificial rubber-less muscle. There are several 

parameters which this study investigated. Input pressure, 

contraction force, contraction displacement. The importance 

of their study is construction of new model, testing and 

validation. Such new model development using CAD or 

other tools leads way to automation/robotics of ME further 

using AI. 

 

3. Conclusion 
 

In summary it can be articulated that future of ME will 

deeply integrate with AI inclusive of ML, DL and neural 

networks. Four languages C/C++, Java, Python and 

MATLAB will play important role in developing AI 

solutions for ME. CAD/CAM will continue to play their role 

in ME, with AI into them enhancing firepower to further 

offer next gen tools for ME. ML will drive ME further 

towards automation with robots in large number of areas 

among different sectors. The future scope of ME lies in ML, 

in present times DL and neural networks are too ambitious to 

be considered in terms of investment, returns, risk and 

acceptability by company boards and governments, but they 

have bright scope on a mass scale in future. 

 

4. Future Scope  
 

This study has shown the role of AI and its components in 

ME at a surface level. Several offshoot studies can be 

derived which focuses on in-depth role of each component of 

AI in ME. Like role of ML in ME, role of DL in ME using 

Python. There can be several combinations of studies on AI 

areas and role of various programming languages in bringing 

state of the art solutions in ME.  
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